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Sign Language Interpreting in Education –
Why Skype?
This information is aimed at creating awareness of the use of Skype
for accessing sign language interpreters for deaf students and their
teachers in education.
It has been designed to create awareness and provide information to deaf individuals
who use sign language, educational organisations such as schools, universities, TAFE or
training providers. In fact it is aimed at anyone who is a learner and uses sign language or
provides support to assist deaf learners.
Advising the deaf learner of technological possibilities and how they can be utilised in
education can greatly enhance access to learning.
In recent years there has been an explosion in the development of technology for people
with disabilities. For the Deaf and hearing impaired this has been a godsend as it has
provided access to employment and education like never before.
Recent advances in technology such as mobile phones and mobile internet has meant
that people who are Deaf and hearing impaired are now mobile. Emails or SMS can be
sent from anywhere. The National Relay Service can be accessed on the road using an
iPhone or smart phone. Instant messenger and email means that communication is
available at will. We are not far away from Smart phones being used for Video
connections in on a regular basis. This will be particularly so when the National
Broadband Network is complete.
However, one of the ongoing challenges Deaf and hearing impaired is to make
communication for education more accessible. This document focuses on Deaf signing
student. Until now the Deaf student has had to physically have a sign language
interpreter present. This can be an expensive business.
But now, using a good quality laptop and SKYPE software, interpreters can be made
available virtually anywhere and at a much-reduced cost.

The challenge now is to make people aware of the possibilities.
For more information email Gary Kerridge, National Disability Coordination Officer for
the South Western Region of Victoria on: g.kerridge@ballarat.edu.au
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How to use this Information?
In developing this document Skype was used for interpreting in a variety of educational
situations. The purpose was three fold:
1)

To gauge the effectiveness of using Skype to provide sign language interpreters in
various education situations

2)

Describe some practical situations where Skype has successfully been used to
provide sign language interpreting

3)

Provide some useful technical information and advice that will assist in using Skype
to access sign language interpreters successfully.

This information can be used by:
1)

Deaf students so that they can explore the possibility of using Skype in education as
it relates to their learning.

2)

Teachers and support personnel so that they can assist deaf student to explore
possible adjustments as they relate to using Skype and accessing sign language
interpreters in education.

3)

Careers educators and teachers who are supporting Deaf students at school to
explore further education or training. Exploring possible learning adjustments
should be an integral in preparing students for post-secondary learning.

What is Skype?
Skype is a free software program that can be downloaded from the internet. It allows
Voice Over Internet Phone (VOIP) calls and also allows the user to video-conference using
a web cam on their computer or laptop.
While there are some charges involved with the phone calls, the video conferencing is
free. It is a popular program used the world over to communicate face to face. There are
similar programs such as OVOO that provide the same sort of service.
Both Skype and OVOO can be downloaded at the following links.
Skype

http://www.skype.com/intl/en-us/get-skype/

Ovoo

http://www.oovoo.com/download.aspx

What is needed for a good Skype Connection?
For video connection to work well on SKYPE a good bandwidth is required, particularly
where signing is required. Good communication can be had using ADSL2 connections. If
ADSL2 is present from both ends this works well. If the broadband connection is slow it
can mean that the picture received is jerky or blurry. Sound quality is also impacted.
It is possible to get good connection with fast 3G Wireless USB (Mobile Modem) Internet.
However it is not always reliable. Generally speaking the Telstra Ultimate USB Modem
provides good speeds, but again this can vary depending on location.
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Why Skype Interpreting?
Accessing Auslan interpreters is something that deaf people who use Auslan find essential
to enable them to participate fully in many educational situations.

Accessing Auslan interpreters presents a number of challenges.
Not the least being:
1)

Cost – Interpreters are booked at a two-hour minimum. This means that no matter
how short the job, whether it’s 10 minutes or an hour, the minimum outlay is around
$170. For jobs over two hours two interpreters must be booked so this doubles the
outlay.
For deaf people residing in regional and remote areas the cost increases greatly
depending on the distance travelled. Interpreters that attend jobs outside the
Central Business District are paid for their time on the road at the hourly rate that
they are paid to interpret. They are also paid a km rate for the distance travelled. All
these costs are passed onto the user.
A job in 100 km from the metropolitan Central Business District (CBD) area for a
simple one-hour meeting, costs over $500 if an interpreter travels from the
metropolitan CBD. As there are very few interpreters in regional areas, having to
access interpreters from the CBD is often the only option. It is obvious that the
further the deaf person resides from the CBD, the greater the cost. For most deaf
people and their places of learning this cost is not sustainable

2)

Supply and Demand – At all times a qualified interpreter should be used. For many
this may seem a matter of choice but in education it is vital that accurate
information is translated. This best occurs through a qualified interpreter.
The difficulty is that demand for qualified interpreters far exceeds supply. To get
access to interpreters the deaf person must book well in advance. Interpreters can
be difficult to access in peak times, such as when university or TAFE students are in
attendance. During these times it can be necessary to book interpreters up to four
weeks in advance. Much of the interpreter’s time is taken in travelling from job to job.

It is these two issues, cost and supply, that cause great difficulty in accessing Auslan
interpreters. Supply and demand issues are difficult to address. Providing access to sign
language interpreters through technology such as Skype can assist to decrease demand.
Much of a sign language interpreter’s time is spent travelling from job to job. Less time on
the road means more time available to interpret.

In short, accessing sign language through Skype:
1)

greatly reduces costs for the Deaf students and their place of learning by cutting out
travel costs which are extremely expensive;

2)

reduces travel times of interpreters which, potentially, can mean more time is
available to interpret. This will, long term, assist to address the supply and demand
issues in the provision of sign language interpreters;

3)

reduces travel costs, thus using interpreter time more effectively to pay for actual
interpreter time rather than travel expenses.

Skype Interpreting in Education
Preparing this information was made possible through trialling Skype with two year 12
student in a variety of learning situations. The students were completing their VCE and
used Skype to access sign language interpreters for several VCE learning situations.
During this trial Skype was accessed fully though the use of a Mobile Modem. This is not
ideal. It has been shown that Skype is much better accessed through fast speed Ethernet
or wireless connections. However restrictions on Skype by the Education system meant
that the speeds required to properly access Skype could not be obtained.
The lifting of these restrictions on Skype by the Education Department would certainly
mean fewer technical issues and more consistent reception.

Mathematics:
Using Skype to access sign language interpreting should always be a matter of choice.
One student said that they would prefer not to use Skype interpreting for Mathematics
and instead preferred to use their Communication Aide. A lot of this came back to specific
terminology used between the Communication Aide and the student. The stop start
nature of Maths was also not favourable. The student preferred to use the interpreter for
subjects where there was more discussion rather than short bursts of information and
demonstrations about their maths problems.
The other difficulty was the interpreter could not see how the teacher was writing up
sums on the board and what was signed did not always match how it was being written
on the board. The interpreter not being able to see the whiteboard and the teacher
working was a disadvantage as that can impact on the accuracy of the interpreting.

In this sense mathematics proved problematic in delivering interpreting through Skype.

English:
Both students were far more engaged in this class having access to an interpreter. They
were more involved in understanding what their peers were thinking, what their teacher
was discussing and it contributed to their knowledge of the topic being learnt.
Occasionally when the weather was overcast it appeared to interfere with Skype
reception. Reception also seemed to be better if the students were seated near a window.
Using Skype interpreters meant that the Teacher of the Deaf was free to listen to and
process the material being taught. This freed the Teacher of the Deaf to be able to support
the deaf student to understand the material being taught. The Teacher of the Deaf has a
multi-faceted role. They are required to interpret, explain and support. They are often not
skilled in interpreting and struggle to interpret teachers and student discussions alike.
The demands are high and the end result is that the deaf student misses out on a lot of
vital information. The provision of an interpreter through Skype meant the teacher of the
Deaf was able support the deaf student more effectively. More importantly it provided
greater access to class room discussions for the deaf student.
One difficulty that arose was having two students share one interpreter. It was a bit
cramped as they tried to get a good view of the laptop and it could potentially create
issues if one student wanted to comment and could not be seen clearly by the interpreter.
In such cases, the interactive whiteboard or data projector would be useful for the
students to better see the interpreter; however it does not solve the issue of the
interpreter needing to see both students clearly this is something that needs to be preplanned and coordinated.

Psychology:
Only one student was enrolled in this topic. Psychology is a difficult subject to interpret
with complex concepts and terminology to absorb. English was not the student’s
strongest point and the use of an interpreter who is able to demonstrate ideas and
concepts visually proved extremely effective. The student said she felt more engaged and
was able to visualise more clearly concepts and definitions explained. It also freed up the
Teacher of the Deaf to take notes and this meant the Teacher of the Deaf was better able
to consolidate the deaf students learning. More importantly the student mentioned that
the interpreter interpreted everything, whereas before other people would interpret
pockets of information. Even when technical issues arose (screen freezing etc), she said
she got a lot more from the interpreter than she did from her Teacher of the Deaf signing.
The class and teacher worked well with the Skype interpreter and were very
accommodating of its use.

Drama:
Drama is a difficult class to use Skype interpreting. The students move around the room a
lot doing various drama exercises and staying in visual with the laptop was often difficult.
At one point, the teacher of the deaf had to relay interpret to the student what was being
said. In this sense the Teacher of the Deaf watched the interpreter on Skype and relayed
what was interpreted to the student. When the class was stationary the student remarked
that she found the information relayed by the interpreter was greater than what was
relayed solely by the Teacher of the Deaf.

Health and Human Development:
The theatre was used a couple of times and Skype interpreting actually helped the deaf
student immensely. The lights would be off and it would be difficult for her to see the
Communication Aide signing. With the laptop she had a good and bright view of the
interpreter and this allowed her to participate more thoroughly. The teacher in Health
and Human Development also teaches through talking more than visual materials, so the
interpreter being able to professionally keep up and impart that information was
invaluable. Again having the interpreter providing access to the information freed up the
Teacher of the Deaf to consolidate the learning in the class more effectively.

Studio Arts Digital Photography:
Skype interpreting proved to be very effective in this class. This was one of the first
classes that Skype interpreting was used. There were a few technical issues that initially
proved challenging for the student. However, with experience the student was able to
resolve these issues herself. An example is coordinating when the student wanted to talk
and how the student would notify the class of this. These issues highlighted the need for
pre-planning and perhaps some training in the use of Skype interpreting before
commencing its use.
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Skype in Lecture and Conference Settings
Skype has been used successfully in conference and lecture settings. For this to happen it
is essential that the Internet connection be very fast. Universities and TAFEs who have fast
internet are ideal for this.
There was an Aboriginal conference focusing on employment in Townsville that occurred
at the James Cook University in December 2011. The conference had a limited budget. To
source interpreters to be physically present was cost prohibitive.
A system was set up to beam two interpreters from Adelaide to Townsville. In doing so
costs such as travel time, flights and accommodation were negated.
The system comprised of a laptop, portable projector screen and a data projector. The lap
top was connected to the data projector and the interpreters, once linked up, were
beamed to the portable projector screen.
This was effective and the interpreters were beamed to the conference for seven hours
continuously.

For this system to be effective good preparation needs to occur.
Some useful tips are listed below.
•

Ensure the venue has an internet connection. It is recommended an Ethernet cable
be used. Wireless can work but Ethernet cable is more reliable, faster and less prone
to interference.

•

Set up the laptop as close as is possible to the main speaker.

•

It is essential to test the connection. The connection needs to be fast and reliable to
avoid drop outs. Most University and TAFE settings have the required speed for this
but never assume, it is important to test at all times.

•

If using Skype for a conference or lecture for the first time test within a good time
frame, at least two weeks before the actual event or lecture. This ensures
troubleshooting for any issues with connections can occur. Some Universities and
TAFEs have restriction on certain programs which can impact on the speed of Skype.
This restriction is designed to discourage students downloading movies and music.
This can be resolved if the institution lifts the restriction on Skype. For this reason if
using Skype for the first time, early testing is crucial.

•

Auslan Services (www.auslanservices.com) are experienced with Skype interpreting.
They have several interpreters around Australia that have the internet capacity to use
Skype. It is recommended that you call them to establish what is possible.

•

After it is established that connections are workable it is important to test the audio.
Go to different points of the event location and test that the interpreter can hear. If
microphones are to be used test using the microphones. Try a mock lecture for a
period of time to ensure audio is good and that no dropouts occur. It is
recommended initially that testing happen for thirty minutes to an hour.

•

If microphones are not used, and through testing it is established that there are
points of the lecture theatre that the interpreter cannot hear, establish some ground
rules. For example, speakers may need to come out to the front closer to the laptop
microphone to be heard. Short questions may need to be repeated by the person in
charge of the session. Consider the needs of anyone physical disabilities who may be
attending who will have difficulty coming to the front. If possible make room for
them to be seated near the laptop. Simple and practical trouble shooting such as this
can help to ensure a smooth session.

•

Delegate someone to be the contact person. If there is a problem interpreters can
liaise with that person via mobile phone. (This system has been used twice by the
author without drop-outs but back up is important in case technical issues need to
be fixed.

•

It was found that mobile phones near the laptop could create feedback. Ensure
mobile phones are switched off.

•

Consider the need of the interpreter to see things such as slides and so on. Sending
the interpreter copies of slides beforehand can help. Positioning the laptop so that
the interpreter can see the main speaker and the slides is also effective.

•

Some students may want to ask questions in sign language make sure they are
seated near the laptop so they can easily be seen by the interpreter. Ensure lighting
is adequate for the interpreter to see the signer. Audio of the laptop is usually
adequate to be heard from a fair distance. However test the audio from the laptop
and if possible arrange seating so the interpreter can be heard by all participants if
voice back is used.

Above all check with the Deaf student or participant that they are happy to use Skype as
an alternative. It should always be the choice of the deaf person whether to proceed
or not.
Interpreting via Skype for lecture settings has been used very effectively. Try not to feel
intimidated, initial testing and troubleshooting is the key. For more advice feel free to
email Gary Kerridge – g.kerridge@ballarat.edu.au
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Technical Trouble Shooting
Upload Speeds:
When Skype interpreting is accessed solely through a mobile modem there are a number
of things to consider. The most reliable was the Telstra Ultimate Superfast Mobile Modem.
However good connections were also made using a simple Vodaphone Pre-paid modem
and Blink, although the latter two products were marginally less reliable for upload
speeds for the signer to the interpreter.
The interpreters were sourced through Auslan Services. The Broadband used through
Auslan Services was always through Ethernet or wireless at ADSL2 speeds. What this
meant was that the students who were using mobile modems could usually see the
interpreter very clearly BUT the student upload speed was not always at a quality that
made it easy for the interpreter to hear or see them.
Ideally, if there are firewalls and restrictions on the use of Skype, negotiate with the
appropriate department to have these lifted. This will allow the use of Ethernet
connections.

Lighting and background:
Lighting and background are obviously important issues. A dark background is usually
better. If the interpreter or signer are set to a green or blue this is highly recommended. It
is important to ensure the deaf user is seated/standing where the light is on their face and
not their back otherwise it makes it difficult for the interpreter to see them.

Audio:
Good audio is obviously very important for the interpreter to be able to adequately
interpret whoever is speaking. This can be impacted if connection is hindered. Voice can
drop out or become distorted. Although during the trials used to develop the information
in this document, this did not occur often, there are a few things worth considering for
enhanced audio quality:
1)

keep background noise to a minimum;

2)

set up communication rules to minimise multiple speakers. While this can be
frustrating and counter-productive occasionally it actually can serve to improve
communication;

3)

consider the use of a USB microphone such as a Snowflake particularly for large
groups.

Ethernet/Wireless Vs Mobile Modem:
Ethernet or wireless connections at ADSL2 speeds are highly recommended. Mobile
Modems, particularly the Telstra Ultimate, proved to be highly effective but they were
more prone to drop outs and variations in upload speeds. In the context of learning these
drop outs can be extremely frustrating. Check the venue for access to Ethernet or wireless
access and use this in preference to Mobile Modems wherever possible.

What to do if Dropouts happen or Upload Speed Becomes to Slow:
The first thing is not to panic. Wait momentarily; sometimes the problems will fix
themselves. If after 30 seconds to a minute this does not occur, let people involved in the
session know that there is a technical problem.
Try hanging up and calling back. Sometimes this will fix the problem. If this doesn’t fix the
problem, and a mobile modem is in use, try shutting down the modem and rebooting it.
While this can be time consuming it often will fix the problem.
In the course of this trial, when Ethernet or wireless could not be accessed. However it has
been shown that access to Ethernet or wireless enhances connection greatly. If Ethernet
or wireless are used drop-out rarely occurs although occasionally and very briefly, speeds
can vary. When speeds varied the system usually rectifies itself quickly.
The technology is not perfect and while it is successful most of the time, always have a
plan B.

Pre-Preparation:
Where possible always check connections beforehand. Sometimes when using Ethernet
or wireless broadband at certain venues there may be speed restrictions on Skype and
this proved to be the case with the school. The Education Department has places speed
restrictions on online programs such as Skype to discourage abuse of the Internet by
students.
Prepare people involved in activities. Let them know you will be using Skype. Explain
some basic communication rules (speak one at a time etc) and also, especially if using a
mobile modem, that technical issues might be an issue. Identify a plan B should any
technical issues arise. Plan B might be a simple as to have someone on standby to take
notes.
Make sure you pick a spot with good lighting, where the light is on the face and not the
laptop screen. It has been suggested that seating near a window is better for reception
though data on this is anecdotal. It has been found that high-rise buildings can cause
difficulties if mobile modems are used, particularly when cubicles or rooms are located in
the middle of the building. Go early to check connections just in case reception is bad.
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Some Disadvantages of Skype Interpreting
While Skype has been shown to be very effective there are some disadvantages. It is
worth considering these disadvantages before deciding on Skype as an option. The
technology is not for everyone and it helps to make an informed choice.
•

Technology can drop out on occasion.

•

Accessing interpreters is expensive. However through Skype, particularly in rural
areas, it is significantly cheaper than sourcing an interpreter from Melbourne
because travel costs are not part of the expense. Travel costs include the interpreters
time at full rates and also kilometres travelled on the car. Travel costs are paid for
any work that is over 30 kilometres from the CBD. Despite this cost is still an issue.

•

The laptop sometimes needs to be set up and sometimes moved around so the deaf
person can see the interpreter and still participate in activities.

•

Accessing power-points for the laptop battery, when an extension cord is used, can
potentially create OH&S issues.

•

Internet speed – the Telstra USB modem had excellent speed. Two types of modems
were used. A modem with a capped plan and a pre-paid modem. When reception
was not an issue both had excellent speeds for Skype interpreting. However, ensure
that there is plenty of data available on the modems. On pre-paid modems once the
data expires reception is not possible. On capped plans if one goes over the data
allowance excess data is very expensive. It is vital to check that data allowance on
the modems is sufficient before commencing a session.

Other Issues to Consider
•

Skype professional development for staff and students. It is very different from face
to face interpreting and requires a different skills and set up. Awareness of issues
and strategies can be very beneficial.

•

Location of room – near windows seems to help. High-rise buildings appear to cause
reception problems with mobile modems.

•

Weather – There appears to be a correlation between reception and poor weather
when using mobile modems. Evidence is anecdotal but it’s worth testing before
proceeding.

•

Back up plans when technology fails.

•

OH&S training and issues for interpreter/student/staff.

•

Lesson and meeting content emailed to interpreter prior to class.

•

It is a matter of choice. Not all deaf people will like or want Skype interpreting.

•

It is an effective alternative and allows flexibility of accessing interpreters from
remotely when local based interpreters are not available.

The Future
With the roll-out of the National Broadband Network, internet speeds in Australia will
improve dramatically. This will mean the effectiveness of laptop based video
communications such as Skype will become more effective as an alternative to face-toface interpreting.
Skype is not just a tool for interpreting. Potentially students with communication issues
such as deafness, speech impairments or even mobility issues, can be provided access
though Skype. For example a student might be doing a joint project with another student.
They can link up through Skype to discuss the project, exchange documents, demonstrate
skills and communicate via the text function.
Skype interpreting is not limited to laptops and desktop based computers. It is possible to
access Skype interpreting through the iPad2 and also through mobile devices such as an
iPhone. The Facetime Application on the iPhone can be used to get good video
connection if wireless connections are available. Skype is also known to work on mobile
devices such as the iPhone and Android phones. Trialling these mobile devices as
possible alternatives is something for the future.
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